
Chapter 4
Assessing Computer-Based Assessments

Bas Hemker, Cor Sluijter and Piet Sanders

Abstract Quality assurance systems for psychological and educational tests have
been available for a long time. The original focus of most of these systems, be it
standards, guidelines, or formal reviewing systems, was on psychological testing.
As a result, these systems are not optimally suited to evaluate the quality of edu-
cational tests, especially exams. In this chapter, a formal generic reviewing system
is presented that is specifically tailored to this purpose: the RCEC review system.
After an introduction with an overview of some important standards, guidelines, and
review systems, and their common backgrounds, the RCEC review system for the
evaluation of educational tests and exams is described. The underlying principles and
background of this review system are explained, as well as the reviewing procedure
with its six criteria. Next, the system is applied to review the quality of a computer-
based adaptive test: Cito’s Math Entrance Test for Teachers Colleges. This is done
to illustrate how the system operates in practice. The chapter ends with a discussion
of the benefits and drawbacks of the RCEC review system.

4.1 Introduction

Quality assurance systems for psychological and educational tests have been avail-
able for a long time. These systems have their origins in the need to serve the public
interest. They provide professional userswith information to determinewhether these
instruments are suitable for the user’s purpose. Quality assurance systems come in
different forms. A common differentiation is between codes, guidelines, standards,
and review systems (e.g., Roorda 2007). Codes are a cohesive set of behavioral rules
with which test authors are expected to comply in order to make good and fair tests.
As such, they are different from the other three as they do not reflect on the test
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itself. Guidelines are intended to show how a test should be developed. Standards are
slightly different as they describe a level of quality that should be attained by a test on
the aspects deemed relevant. Review systems critically evaluate a psychological or
educational test in order to make it possible to decide whether or not it has sufficient
fit to purpose.

The first document containing a set of systematic evaluations of tests was the
1938 Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros 1938). This volume contained a set of
critical reviews of various psychological tests, questionnaires, and rating scales then
in use. It was intended to assist professionals to select and use the most appropriate
psychological test for their specific problem. Spanning a period of almost eight
decades, its twentieth editionwas published in 2017 (Carlson et al. 2017). Nowadays,
the system used to review all instruments in the Mental Measurements Yearbook is
accompanied by a profusion of other quality assurance systems.

Well-known guidelines on the development and use of psychological tests were
developed and are maintained by the International Test Commission (ITC). This is
an association of national associations of psychologists, test committees, and other
organizations and individuals promoting the proper development and use of tests.
The ITC came into existence in the 1970s (see, Oakland et al. 2001). The ITC now
oversees six different guidelines, including guidelines for test use (ITC 2013), test
security (ITC 2014), and computer-based and internet testing (ITC 2005).

The best known standards to date are the Standards for Educational and Psy-
chological Testing. These standards have been jointly published in different edi-
tions since 1966 by three institutes: the American Educational Research Association
(AERA), the American Psychological Association (APA), and the National Coun-
cil on Measurement in Education (NCME). The most recent publication dates from
2014 (APA et al. 2014). The different editions were preceded by separate docu-
ments called “Technical recommendations for psychological tests and diagnostic
techniques” (APA 1954) and “Technical recommendations for achievement tests”
(AERA and NCME 1955). These publications primarily addressed the developmen-
tal process of tests aswell as the type of information publishers shouldmake available
to test users in manuals (Camara and Lane 2006).

The European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations (EFPA) developed and
maintains a review system for the description and evaluation of psychological tests.
Its development started in 1989, but the first formal version was published much
later (Bartram 2002). The most recent version was issued in 2013 (EFPA 2013).
The current system was greatly influenced by criteria used earlier by the British
Psychological Society and the Dutch Committee on Testing (COTAN) of the Dutch
Association of Psychologists. This latter body, which was founded in 1959, itself
has a long tradition in evaluating tests. COTAN started publishing test reviews in
1969 (Nederlands Instituut van Psychologen 1969). The most recent revision of the
system was published almost a decade ago (Evers et al. 2010a, 2010b). In 2019
COTAN initiated work on a new revision. For a detailed overview of the history of
the introduction of review models for psychological tests in Europe, the interested
reader is referred to Evers (2012).
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An analysis of the content of these and other current quality assurance systems, for
instance, those of the Educational Testing Service (2014), the Association for Educa-
tional Assessment Europe (2012), and Cambridge Assessment (2017), demonstrates
that all systems show substantial overlap. This is not surprising, because they all
reflect in one way or another the theoretical and practical developments in psycho-
logical and educational measurement from the first half of the last century up until
now, as captured in, for instance, the consecutive editions of Educational Measure-
ment (Brennan 2006; Lindquist 1951; Linn 1989; Thorndike 1971). Unfortunately,
all these systems also have a basic flaw that comes forth from their origins. Because
they all had psychological tests as their original focus, the evaluation of educational
tests, and especially exams as a specific subset, raises several issues

An exam can be defined as a formal investigation by a licensed body into the
knowledge base, abilities, attitudes, skills and/or competencies of candidates. In
order to receive a diploma or a certificate, candidates have to demonstrate a certain
level of mastery on a set of assignments that are representative of the total domain
of assignments for (certain parts of) the corresponding curriculum. This definition
points out a generic difference between psychological and educational tests: the
construct that is intended to be measured.

Educational tests are more often than not direct measures of human behavior,
such as mathematical ability, reading comprehension, or spelling ability, while the
constructs that are the subject of psychological tests have amore theoretical character
like intelligence or neuroticism. This has as a direct consequence that criteria having
to do with this aspect of test validity have a different orientation and weight for
educational and psychological tests.

Another difference is that for most psychological constructs, some sort of stability
over time is assumed, whereas the constructs measured in education are subject to
change. While students are learning, they are expected to change over time in their
ability—hopefully increasing after more education. On the other hand, the ability
may also decrease, for example, due to a lack of practice, or simply forgetting things
that once were learned. What is being measured is often a snapshot in time. The
temporality is also reflected by the single use of many exams: they are used once, at
one moment in time, never to be used again for the same purpose.

A lack of stability is also reflected in the constructs themselves as they can change
over time as well: what was considered relevant in mathematics can change over
time and over levels of ability. On the other hand, even if educational tests and exams
change over time, regulators want to compare results over time. This means that in
comparison with psychological tests, equating procedures to maintain stable norms
are especially important. All this has consequences for the way tests and exams are
reviewed.
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4.2 The RCEC Review System for the Evaluation
of Computer-Based Tests

The Research Center for Examinations and Certification (RCEC) has developed
an analytical review system that is specifically tailored to evaluating the quality
of educational tests, and particularly exams (Sanders et al. 2016). It was in large
part inspired by the aforementioned COTAN review system. An overview of the
principles and background of the RCEC review system is presented below, including
the description of the six criteria the system uses.

The RCEC review system has three main characteristics in common with other
review systems such as the EFPA system and the COTAN system. First, it focusses
on the intrinsic quality of the instrument itself and not on the process of test develop-
ment. It evaluates the quality of items and tests, but not the way they are produced.
Of course, the scientific underpinning of the test reveals much about the process of
test development, but this is only reviewed in the light of the impact of the process
on the quality of the items and the test as a whole. Secondly, the review system
works with a set of criteria with which an educational test should comply in order
to be considered to be of sufficient quality. The third characteristic is that the review
is completely analytical, or can even be considered to be actuarial. For each crite-
rion, the reviewer answers a series of questions by giving a rating on a three-point
scale: insufficient—sufficient—good. The review system contains clarifications of
the questions. Instructions are provided to ensure that the scores ensuing from these
questions are as objective as possible. For each of the six criteria the system applies,
the ratings are combined through specific rules that yield a final assessment of the
quality of each criterion, again on this three-point scale.

The nature of the selected criteria and their specific description is where the RCEC
review systemdiffers fromothers.Other systems, like theEFPAsystemandoriginally
theCOTANsystemaswell, focusmore on psychological tests.As alreadymentioned,
other criteria apply, or have a different weight when it comes to educational tests
and especially exams. The RCEC review system consequently differs from other
systems in the wording of the criteria, the underlying questions, their clarifications,
the instructions, and the scoring rules. This is done in order to have the best fit for
purpose, i.e., the evaluation of educational assessment instruments and exams in
particular.

The reviewing procedure shares some features with other reviewing systems. Like
the Buros, EFPA, and COTAN systems, two reviewers evaluate an educational test
or exam independently. The reviewers are non-anonymous. Only professionals who
are certified by RCEC after having completed a training in using the review system
are allowed to use it for certification purposes. Note that all three authors of this
chapter have this certificate. All cases are reviewed by the overseeing Board. They
formulate the final verdict based on the advice of the reviewers.

The criteria of the RCEC system are:

• Purpose and use;
• Quality of test and examination material;
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• Representativeness;
• Reliability;
• Standard setting, norms, and equating;
• Administration and security.

There is overlap with the criteria of other quality assurance systems. ‘Purpose and
use’, ‘Quality of test and examination material’, ‘Reliability’, and ‘Administration
and security’ can also be found in other systems. Themost notable difference between
the RCEC review system and other systems rests in the criterion of ‘Representative-
ness’ which corresponds with what other systems refer to as (construct and criterion-
related) validity, but uses a different approach, especially for reviewing exams. Since
these are direct measures of behavior rather than measures of constructs, the focus
of this criterion is on exam content. Another difference is that within the criterion of
‘Standard setting, norms, and equating’, more attention is given to the way compa-
rability over parallel instruments is ensured. It details how equivalent standards are
being set and maintained for different test or exam versions.

Below, the criterion ‘Purpose and use’ is discussed in detail. This criterion is
emphasized, because it is often taken for granted. Its importance cannot be overstated,
as in order to produce a quality educational test or exam, it is vital that its purpose
is well-defined. For the other five criteria, a shorter overview is given. Similar to the
first criterion, these criteria are also found in other review systems. In this overview,
special attention is given to the criteria as applied to computerized tests. This is done
because the application of the review system is demonstrated by the evaluation of
the quality of a computerized adaptive test (CAT).

A detailed description of the whole RCEC review system can be found at www.
rcec.nl. Currently, the review system is only available in Dutch. An English version
is planned.

4.2.1 Purpose and Use of the Educational Test or Exam

The golden rule is that a good educational test should have one purpose and use only.
The exception to this is a situation where different purposes are aligned. For instance,
a formative test can help inmaking simultaneously decisions on an individual, group,
or school level, simultaneously. Discordant purposes and uses (e.g., teacher evalu-
ation versus formative student evaluation) should not be pursued with one and the
same educational test. This would lead to unintended negative side effects. In most
cases, the purpose of educational tests and exams is to assess whether candidates
have enough knowledge, skills, or the right attitudes. The use of an educational test
concerns the decisions that are made based on the score obtained.

There are three questions used to score a test on this criterion:

• Question 1.1: Is the target population specified?
• Question 1.2: Is the measurement purpose specified?
• Question 1.3: Is the measurement use specified?

http://www.rcec.nl
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Question 1.1. has to do with the level of detail in the description of the test or
exam target groups(s). Age, profession, required prior knowledge, and the level of
education can also be used to define the target group. Without this information, the
evaluation of the language used in the instructions, the items, the norm, or cut scores
of the test becomes troublesome. Question 1.1 relates to who is tested and when.
A test or exam gets a rating ‘Insufficient’ (and a score of 1) for this question when
the target group is not described at all, or not thoroughly enough. This rating is
also obtained when the educational program of studies for the target group is not
described. A test gets a rating ‘Sufficient’ (a score of 2) only when the educational
program the test is being used for is stated. It receives a rating ‘Good’ (a score of 3) for
this question if not only the educational program but also other relevant information
about the candidates is reported. This detailed information includes instructions on
the application of the test to special groups, such as students having problems with
sight or hearing.

An educational test should assess what candidates master after having received
training or instruction. This is what question 1.2 refers to. What candidates are
supposed to master can be specified as mastery of a construct (e.g., reading skill); of
oneof the subjects in a high school curriculum (e.g.,mathematics); of a (component of
a) professional job; or of a competency (e.g., analytical skills in a certain domain). A
test that measures a construct or a competency needs to present a detailed description
with examples of the theory on which the construct or competency is based. This
implies that tautological descriptions like ‘this test measures the construct reading
skills’ do not suffice. The construct or competency has to be described in detail
and/or references to underlying documents have to be presented. The relevance of
the content of the test or exam for its intended purpose should be clarified. A blueprint
of the test can be a useful tool in this regard. A rating ‘Insufficient’ is given when
the measurement purpose of the test is not reported. A rating ‘Sufficient’ is given
when the purpose is reported. A rating ‘Good’ is given when in addition to this, a
(detailed) description of constructs, competencies, or exam components is supplied
as described above.

Educational tests or exams can be used in many ways. Each use refers to the
type of decision that is being made based on the results of the test(s) and the impact
on the candidate. Common uses are selection or admittance (acceptance or refusal),
classification (different study programs resulting in different certificates or degrees),
placement (different curricula that will result in the same certificate or degree), cer-
tification (candidates do or do not master a certain professional set of skills), or
monitoring (assessment of the progress of the candidates). Question 1.3. is dichoto-
mously scored: either the use of the test is reported in enough detail (‘Good’), or it
is not (‘Insufficient’).

The overall evaluation of the description of the purpose and use of the test is based
on the combination of scores on the three questions. The definite qualification for
this criterion is ‘Good’ if a test receives a score of 3 on all three questions, or if two
questions have a score 3 while the third one a score of 2. If Question 1.3 is scored
3 and the other two are scored 2, the qualification ‘Sufficient’ is given. Finally, the
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qualification is ‘Insufficient’ if one of the three questions was awarded a score of 1.
This means that all three items are knock-out questions.

4.2.2 Quality of Test Material

All test material (manual, instructions, design, and format of items, layout of the
test, etc.) must have the required quality. The items and the scoring procedures
(keys, marking scheme) should be well defined and described in enough detail. The
same holds for the conditions under which the test is to be administered.

The following key questions are considered:

• Question 2.1: Are the questions standardized?
• Question 2.2: Is an objective scoring system being used?
• Question 2.3: Is incorrect use of the test prevented?
• Question 2.4: Are the instructions for the candidate complete and clear?
• Question 2.5: Are the items correctly formulated?
• Question 2.6: What is the quality of the design of the test?

The first two questions are knock-out questions. If on either one of the two, a score
of 1 is given, the criterion is rated ‘Insufficient’ for the test.

The RCEC review systemmakes a distinction between paper-and-pencil tests and
computer-based tests. Some remarks on the application of the system for a CAT can
be made. First, the next item in a CAT should be presented swiftly after the response
to the previous item(s). In evaluating a CAT,Question 2.2 implies that there should be
an automated scoring procedure. Secondly, Question 2.3 implies that software for a
CAT should be developed such that incorrect use can be prevented. As the routing of
the students through the test depends on previously given answers, going back to an
earlier item and changing the response poses a problem in a CAT. Finally, Question
2.6 refers to the user interface of the computerized test.

4.2.3 Representativeness

Representativeness relates to the content and the difficulty of the test or exam. This
criterion basically refers to the content validity of the test: do the items or does the test
as a whole reflect the construct that is defined in Question 1.2. The key question here
is whether the test (i.e., the items it contains) is actually measuring the knowledge,
ability, or skills it is intended to measure. This can be verified by the relationship
between the items and the construct, namely, the content. This criterion is evaluated
through two knock-out questions:

• Question 3.1: Is the blueprint, test program, competency profile, or the operational-
ization of the construct an adequate representation of the measurement purpose?
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• Question 3.2: Is the difficulty of the items adjusted to the target group?

Note that this criterion has a structurally different approach compared to correspond-
ing criteria from review systems with their focus on psychological tests. Question
3.1 specifically refers to the content of a test or exam: it should be based on what
a candidate has been taught, i.e., learning objectives. As these learning objectives
often are not specific enough onwhich to base the construction of a test, classification
schemes, or taxonomies of human behavior are used to transform the intended learn-
ing objectives to objectives that can be tested. Since educational tests, and especially
exams are generally direct measures of behavior rather than measures of constructs,
priority is given here to the content of the test or exam. In a CAT this also means that
extra constraints have to hold to assure that candidates get the appropriate number
of items for each relevant subdomain.

Question 3.2 asks whether the difficulty of the items, and thus the difficulty of the
test or exam, has to be adjusted to the target group. In practice, this means that a test
should not be too difficult or too easy. Particularly in a CAT, where the difficulty of
the question presented is targeted to the individual taking the test, this should be no
problem. The only issue here is that there should be enough questions for each level
of difficulty.

4.2.4 Reliability

The previous two earlier criteria focus mainly on the quality of the test items. The
evaluation of reliability involves the test as a whole. It refers to the confidence
one can have in the scores obtained by the candidates. Reliability of a test can be
quantified with a (local) reliability coefficient, the standard error of measurement, or
the proportion of misclassifications. The first of the three questions is a knock-out
question:

• Question 4.1: Is information on the reliability of the test provided?
• Question 4.2: Is the reliability of the test correctly calculated?
• Question 4.3: Is the reliability sufficient, considering the decisions that have to be
based on the test.

In the case of a CAT, traditional measures for reliability do not apply. ACAT focusses
on minimizing the standard error of measurement by following an algorithm that
sequentially selects items that maximize the statistical information on the ability of
the candidate, taking into consideration a set of constraints. The information function
drives the selection of items, and the evaluation of the standard error of measurement
is one of the important criteria to stop or to continue testing. Thus, without a positive
answer on question 4.1, a CAT is not possible. Question 4.3 can be interpreted in a
CAT by checking whether the stopping rule is appropriate given the purpose and use
of the test, and whether there are sufficient items to achieve this goal.
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4.2.5 Standard Setting and Standard Maintenance

This criterion reviews the procedures used to determine the norms of a test, as well as
how the norms of comparable or parallel tests of exams are maintained. Norms can
be either relative or absolute. If the norms were previously determined but need to
be transferred to other tests or exams, equivalence and equating procedures need to
be of sufficient quality. There are separate questions for tests or exams with absolute
or relative norms.
Questions for tests with absolute norms:

• Question 5.1: Is a (performance) standard provided?
• Question 5.2a: Is the standard-setting procedure correctly performed?
• Question 5.2b: Are the standard-setting specialists properly selected and trained?
• Question 5.2c: Is there sufficient agreement among the specialists?

Questions for tests with relative norms:

• Question 5.3: Is the quality of the norms sufficient?
• Question 5.3a: Is the norm group large enough?
• Question 5.3b: Is the norm group representative?
• Question 5.4: Are the meaning and the limitations of the norm scale made clear
to the user and is the norm scale in accordance with the purpose of the test?

• Question 5.5a: Is the mean and standard deviation of the score distribution pro-
vided?

• Question 5.5b: Is information on the accuracy of the test and the corresponding
intervals (standard error of measurement, standard error of estimation, test infor-
mation) provided?

Questions for maintaining standards or norms:

• Question 5.6: Are standards or norms maintained?
• Question5.6a.: Is themethod formaintaining standards or norms correctly applied?

A CAT can have absolute or relative norms, depending on the purpose and use of
the test. However, for a CAT, the evaluation of the way the standards or norms are
maintained most definitely needs to be answered, as each individual candidate gets
his or her unique test. It is mandatory that the results from these different tests are
comparable in order to make fair decisions. In CAT, this equating is done through
item response theory (IRT). Question 5.6a relates to whether IRT procedures have
been applied correctly in the CAT that is being reviewed.

4.2.6 Test Administration and Security

Information on how to administer the test or exam and how to assure a secure admin-
istration should be available for the proctor. The key concern is whether the design
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of the test is described in such a way that, in practice, testing can take place under
standardized conditions, and whether enough measures are taken to prevent fraud.
The questions for this criterion are:

• Question 6.1: Is sufficient information on the administration of the test available
for the proctor?

• Question 6.1a: Is the information for the proctor complete and clear?
• Question 6.1b: Is information on the degree of expertise required to administer the
test available?

• Question 6.2: Is the test sufficiently secured?
• Question 6.3: Is information on the installation of the computer software provided?
• Question 6.4: Is information on the operation and the possibilities of the software
provided?

• Question 6.5: Are there sufficient possibilities for technical support?

Question 6.1 refers to a proper description ofwhat is allowed during the test. Question
6.2 refers to the security of the content (e.g., for most practical purposes, it should
not be possible for a candidate to obtain the items before the test administration), but
also refers to preventing fraud during the test. Finally, security measures should be
in place to prevent candidates altering their scores after the test is administered.

This means that it should be clear to a test supervisor what candidates are allowed
to do during the administration of a CAT. In order to get a ‘Good’ on this criterion,
it must be made clear, for example, whether the use of calculators, dictionaries, or
other aids is allowed in the exam, what kind of help is allowed, and how to handle
questions from the examinees. The security of CAT is also very much dependent on
the size and quality of the item bank. A CAT needs measures to evaluate the exposure
rate of items in its bank. Preferably, measures for item parameter drift should also
be provided.

4.3 Reviewing a Computer Based Test

The usefulness of a review system is best demonstrated by its application. Therefore,
Cito’s Math Entrance Test for Teachers College (WISCAT-pabo) is evaluated below
with theRCEC review system. Thiswas done by two independent certified reviewers,
who did not differ as far as the ratings on all criteria are concerned. The WISCAT-
pabo is a compulsory high stakes CAT in the Netherlands, developed by Cito. It is a
test of arithmetic for students in their first year of primary school teacher education.
The test has been in use for over a decade with regular updates of its item bank.
Candidates get three attempts to score above the cut score. If they fail the test, they
cannot continue their teacher training. The psychometric advantages of computer-
based adaptive testing in this instance are obvious: efficiency, high measurement
precision, and prevention of the test content becoming exposed. The instrument is
reviewed separately for each criterion. The review is for the most part based on
a number of sources: information from the WISCAT-pabo manual (Straetmans and
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Eggen 2007) that contains a detailed technical report, information on theCitowebsite
(https://www.cito.nl/onderwijs/hoger-onderwijs/ho-toetsen-pabo/wiscat-pabo), and
the reviewers taking the test several times.

4.3.1 Purpose and Use of the Test

The target population is well defined, consisting of incoming and first-year teachers
college students. However, the manual does not provide information on whether or
not the instrument is also suited for students with special needs. The test can be taken
at various moments, but these are limited in number to assure security of the item
bank.

The purpose of the test is defined as measuring the level of calculation skills
of incoming and first-year students. A very detailed description of the construct
of calculation skills is provided. Calculation skills are described for four domains
for four different math levels: (1) Calculations and measures; (2) Geometry; (3)
Information processing, statistics, and probability; and (4) Algebra, connections,
graphs, and functions. The test tackles basic skills (counting, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, powers, estimates, rounding), fractions, percentages, ratios,
decimal numbers, among others. Within these domains, 21 subdomains are given
and 178 descriptions of subskills.

Finally, the intended use of theWISCAT-pabo is extensively discussed in theman-
ual. The instrument is intended to determine whether incoming students have suffi-
cient arithmetical knowledge and skills to successfully develop the subject-specific
and subject-didactic knowledge and skills to a level that is required to learn how to
teach arithmetic to pupils in primary education. In addition, the instrument can serve
a formative purpose when a candidate scores below the cut score. It then provides
global indications on the level of mastery of several subdomains, making it possible
for students to specifically focus on the subdomains they master the least.

The review yields full points for Questions 1.2 and 1.3. The score on Question
1.1 is 2 (‘Sufficient’), because very limited information was provided on the use of
the test for special groups. The scoring rules yield ‘Good’ as the overall score for
this criterion.

4.3.2 Quality of Test Material

The items are standardized. Each student gets a set of 50 items. The items are selected
from a database of over 900 items. There are multiple-choice questions and short
open-ended questions that are automatically scored. Items answered correctly yield
a score of 1; items answered incorrectly get a score of 0. Both an overall score on
the ability scale and indicative profile scores are generated. Because of the nature
of the CAT, it is not possible for candidates to review earlier items. This is often

https://www.cito.nl/onderwijs/hoger-onderwijs/ho-toetsen-pabo/wiscat-pabo
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seen as a disadvantage and is one of the reasons other methods of testing, such
as multistage-testing are becoming more popular to use in high-stakes testing (van
Boxel and Eggen 2017).

The instructions for the candidates are complete and clear. The Cito website
provides a well-written six-page instruction. Not all 900 items in the item bank were
evaluated for this review, but all items were developed by experienced item writers
well acquaintedwith the specific subjectmatter. The quality of the content of the items
as well as their psychometric quality is guaranteed. Items were developed through
an established procedure in which experienced test developers thoroughly checked
the items and all items were piloted with potential test takers. The psychometric
evaluation took place through pretest procedures and continuous monitoring of new
incoming data, Finally, the quality of the interface of the WISCAT-pabo can also be
rated as ‘Good’. Based on all the ratings on the questions and the application of the
scoring rules, the instrument receives the rating ‘Good’ for this criterion.

4.3.3 Representativeness

A well-designed educational test or exam reflects the objectives of the (part of the)
curriculum it is intended to measure. To achieve this, a test matrix is drawn up early
in the design phase. This can be considered the blueprint of the test in which the test
material is depicted by two dimensions, respectively the operations that studentsmust
be able to carry out and the subject matter. The test items must be evenly distributed
over both dimensions.

In aCAT, the composition of the test primarily takes into account the reconciliation
of the difficulty of the items with the provisional estimate of the student’s skill.
Without special measures, the computer will not pay attention to the distribution of
the items on the subjectmatter and the operations.A straightforwardway to guarantee
this is the design of a constrained CAT in which the item bank is compartmentalized.
From each part of this item bank, a specified minimum number of items is selected.
A sufficient number of items needs to be available in each part of the bank, thus
the developers of the CAT need to provide a balanced item bank. Otherwise, the
algorithm does not produce tests that are representative for the relevant subdomains.

As the WISCAT-Pabo must generate tests that, in addition to an overall ability
estimate, also provide an indication of the level of mastery of four subdomains,
the CAT is designed in such a way that sufficient items from each subdomain are
selected. In the WISCAT-Pabo, 50 items are presented to the students, with a very
strict distribution over subdomains. Thus, all subdomains are covered. As this is
a CAT and items are selected and presented based on the estimated ability of the
candidate, the item difficulty is by definition at the right level for the candidates.
Note that this optimal selection depends on the availability of sufficient items on the
whole range of relevant abilities. The main purpose of the test is to check whether the
candidates pass a specifically set cut-off score. It turns out that given the ability of
the candidates this is somewhat in the middle of the ability range. Therefore it may
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not be too much of an issue whether there are enough items available for test takers
of very high or very low ability. Also a procedure for exposure control is applied, and
in case of over exposure items are to be replaced by new equivalent items. With over
900 items in the initial bank (18 times the test size), the distribution is also covered
well. With maximum scores on all questions the review for this criterion results in a
‘Good’.

4.3.4 Reliability (Measurement Precision)

Because this is a CAT that uses the item and test information at the heart of its
procedure, measurement precision is definitely provided. Experience shows that with
traditional paper-and-pencil calculation skills tests, a total number of 50 items yields
high reliability. Additionally, early research has shown that CATs measure just as
accurately with about half the number of items as traditional paper-and-pencil tests
(Vispoel et al. 1994). The actual reduction depends on the composition of the item
bank and the item selection criterion.

Thus, in the case of the WISCAT-pabo, the reliability is good. Studies performed
by the authors also confirm this: the estimated mean reliability for each test is 0.91.
This result was found both in simulation studies as well as in operational results.
The manual provides all necessary formulas, based on relevant literature, such as
Thissen (2000). It can be concluded that the way reliability was calculated is correct.
In addition, the authors also provide the percentages of correct and incorrect pass-
fail decisions, based on a simulation study. They show that the percentage of correct
decisions is 91.54%,with about an equal percentage of candidates incorrectly passing
or failing. These are good percentages, considering the passing rate of about 45%.
With the additional opportunity to do a resit of the test, the number of students that fail
the test while having sufficient ability is extremely small (about a fifth of a percent,
after one resit). It is almost nonexistent after two resits. The review of this criterion
therefore also results in a ‘Good’.

4.3.5 Standard Setting and Standard Maintenance

The norms for the WISCAT-pabo are set by a combination of procedures, mainly
relative. The cut score is set on the ability scale at the position of the 80th percentile
of the grade 8 student population, the last grade in primary education. The underlying
rationale is that based on experts’ opinion, the ability of a student starting teacher
training should at least be at the level of a good grade 8 student. A good grade
8 student for calculation skills was next defined at the minimum level for the top
20% of grade 8 students. This corresponding cut score on the ability scale of the
WISCAT-Pabo was determined by an equating study relating the math results of
150,722 grade 8 students in 2002 on the End of Primary Education test to the results
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on the WISCAT-pabo. This size is most definitely large enough and, with over 87%
of the total population included, it is also representative. The equating study used the
OPLM model (Verhelst and Eggen 1989; Verhelst and Glas 1995), a variant of the
two-parameter logistic test model. The design of the study was described in detail,
as well as the meaning and the limitations of the norm scale. The results were related
to the results of a sample of 4805 aspiring teachers. A wide variety of distribution
characteristics was given, including the distribution of the ability of these aspiring
teachers. As IRT takes such a crucial role in the procedure to set the norm, and as
IRT is also crucial in the application of a CAT, it is obvious that IRT was used to
maintain the standards. All procedures that were described were correctly applied.
Rating all the questions in total, the review for this criterion results in a ‘Good’.

4.3.6 Test Administration and Security

Most relevant information on the administration of the test is available on the Cito
website. This includes the information on installing the computer software, the way
the software operates, and possibilities for technical support. The safety measures
include an aspect of theCATalgorithmwhich prevents the over- and under-utilization
of items in the bank. Simply put, before a new test is started, part of the data bank
is shielded from the test algorithm (counteracting overuse). The selection of items
is based on a mixture of strictly adaptive and strictly random selection, while the
relationship between the two modes shifts in the direction of adaptive selection with
each successive item. This procedure can lead to a candidate being given an item,
sometimes at the beginning of the test, which is obviously far too difficult or too easy,
based on the currently estimated skills of that candidate. More detailed references,
e.g., Sympson and Hetter (1985), and Revuelta and Ponsoda (1998), are given in
the manual. Reviewing the responses to the questions, and the scoring rules of the
review system, this criterion also yielded a rating ‘Good’.

4.3.7 Review Conclusion

As the review for all criteria was positive, the conclusion is that the WISCAT-Pabo
is fit for its purpose. Thus it can be used by Teachers Colleges in the Netherlands to
decide whether or not starting students have sufficient calculation skills to continue
their training. In addition, the WISCAT-Pabo can be used in a formative way by
students scoring below the cut score to find out if there are specific subdomains in
arithmetic that they should focus on.
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4.4 Discussion

In the previous sections, the RCEC review system was described. Also an example
of a specific review was presented. We would like to stress here that this was not
a formal review and that it was only performed to make clear that reviewing the
quality of educational tests and exams requires a structurally different approach than
reviewing the quality of psychological tests. The field of educational measurement is
still developing and improving. This means that the RCEC review system will have
to be updated on a regular basis.

We hope that the RCEC review systemwill enjoy increasing popularity within the
educational measurement community. One of the reasons is that the RCEC review
system is designed to deal with one of the principal differences between exams and
psychological tests. The content of the latter can remain the same over an expanded
period of time, whereas the content of most exams can be deployed only once. The
reason for this, of course, is that, in high-stake situations, exam content becomes
known or is even made public after the first administration. This exposure makes
it impossible for candidates to do a resit of the exam since future candidates can
become directly acquainted with the exam content. Again, this has consequences for
the application and weight of criteria like ageing of research findings. For exams,
the issue of equating is much more relevant than updating the norm because it is
outdated. The lifespan of a specific educational test is simply too short for that to
happen.

Another reason we see for its increasing popularity is that the RCEC review sys-
tem has a generic nature. It can be further adapted for reviewing different types of
educational tests, including multiple-choice exams, open-ended exams, oral exams,
performance exams, or, as we have shown here, computer-based educational tests.
Furthermore, we would like to make a plea to not only use this system for reviewing
educational tests and exams, but also as a concrete guideline for producing educa-
tional tests and exams. This could help inexperienced test and exam developers to
increase their level of expertise in an efficient way, thus increasing the quality of the
instruments they produce.
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